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Abstract— Credential revocation is a critical problem in grid
environments and remains unaddressed in existing grid security
solutions. We present our ongoing work in designing a novel
grid authentication system, based on Globus GSI, that solves
the revocation problem. The focus of this work is to ensure
instantaneous revocation of both long-term digital identities of
hosts/users and short-lived identities of user proxies. Our system
employs mediated RSA (mRSA), adapts Boneh’s notion of semi-
trusted mediators to suit security in virtual organizations and
propagates proxy revocation information as in Micali’s NOVO-
MODO system. We envision that our system would additionally
provide a configuration-free security model for end users and
fine-grained management of user credentials.

I. INTRODUCTION AND MOTIVATION

Kohnfelder introduced the notion of a digital certificate
[14]. In public-key encryption systems [15][19], digital cer-
tificates ascertain the identities of users, hosts and services
(collectively termed as end entities). A digital certificate C is
a trusted third-party’s signature that validates the binding of a
public key (PK) to an entity’s identity (I). The trusted third-
party is called a Certificate Authority (CA) and the CA uses
its private key to sign end-entity certificates (EEC). Clients
generate a public-private key pair and the CA signs the client’s
public key and includes information such as a serial number
(SN), a start date (d1) and end date (d2) of its validity. In
essence, a digital certificate C = SignCA(I, PK, SN, d1,
d2). Now, any acceptor, to verify E’s identity, does so by
checking that E’s certificate includes a valid signature from
a trusted CA. Often, the life-time of a certificate C is in the
order of years after which they expire. However, situations
might arise that warrant immediate revocation of C before its
actual expiration time. For instance, a trusted user Alice might
leave her company or suspect that her private key has been
compromised. Then, it is essential to immediately revoke her
certificate so as to prevent acceptors from honoring stale or
compromised credentials. An important design consideration
in any CA implementation is handling prompt certificate
revocation. Some studies [17] estimate that roughly 10% of
public keys certified by a CA are revoked before they expire.

We now stress the revocation problem and its importance in
grids. Grids [7] are persistent infrastructures for securely shar-
ing distributed and diverse hardware and software resources
among dynamic collections of individuals, institutions and
resources called virtual organizations (VO)[11].Grid security
demands generality and transparency and has to ensure system,

data and communication integrity. The Globus project (GT)
[8][9] develops fundamental technologies to grids and provides
an implementation of grid protocols and middleware. Grid
Security Infrastructure (GSI) [5] is the authentication protocol
of GT and provides services such as single sign-on, credential
delegation and identity mapping. It requires a public key
infrastructure (PKI) [6] for its operation. GSI allows grid
entities to mutually authenticate using X.509 [24]certificates.
It introduced the notion of proxies, an additional set of
temporary, short-lived PKI credentials derived from user’s long
lived certificate to perform delegation on-behalf of the user.
This eliminates the need for the users to remain online or enter
passwords repeatedly whenever grid resource access is desired.
User’s proxies are protected using file permissions and could
be compromised when someone can defeat or circumvent the
security of the file system that holds the user proxy.

However, GSI provides only little support for revocation of
long-term certificates (in the form of revocation lists) and no
support for revoking compromised user proxies. Recent works
[3] indicate hierarchical public key certification (a common
grid model) is increasingly becoming the target for attackers.
Hence, it has become vital to ensure revocation support in
grids that can handle both long-lived digital identities and
short-lived proxy identities. In short, we make use of a variant
of RSA cryptosystem [4] called mediated RSA (mRSA) as
defined by Boneh and others [1] and extends the notion of
semi-trusted mediators (SEM) to fit security in VOs. Each
VO hosts a SEM-like entity to handle revocation of long-term
X.509 certificates. The private key of a grid entity (E) is split
(by mRSA) into two parts based on a simple 2-by-2 threshold
cryptography [12]. Knowledge of a half-key cannot be used
to derive the entire private key. Part of the key is held by E
and the other part is held by E’s SEM. So, private-key based
operations (decryption / signing) can be carried out by neither
E nor its SEM in isolation. Hence revocation of long-term
credentials is instantaneous as the trusted SEM can simply
stop exercising its part of the private key for revoked identities.
We envision that the number of VOs will be much lesser than
that of resources and individuals hosted by them. Our model
uses GSI for delegation and resource-side user mapping. But,
we add revocation capabilities for user proxies by modifying
the proxy-creation process to handle validity and revocation
targets as in NOVOMODO scheme [17].
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II. OVERVIEW OF RELATED WORK

In a general PKI setting, many techniques exist that address
revocation of digital identities. Certificate Revocation List,
(CRL) [25] is the most popular PKI proposal for explicit
revocation structures. It is a periodically generated, CA-signed
list of certificates that are revoked before their intended expiry
time. The acceptor of an entity E’s certificate (CE) checks
that CE is not in the latest CRL. Unfortunately, this is a very
inefficient mechanism. CRLs tend to grow into unmanageable
sizes with time and hence pose severe bandwidth requirements
and transmission costs. In some major PKI implementations
[22], CRLs form the most expensive component. Also, the
long intervals between CRL distribution often result in stale
revocation information. This is known as the time granu-
larity problem. Further, CRLs are issuer-driven approaches
and hence often fail to address recency requirements of the
acceptors. Online Certificate Status Protocol (OCSP) [26] is
another PKI proposal wherein a CA replies to certificate status
queries with a freshly generated signature. It is a simple
request/reply protocol allowing an acceptor to query a CA
for a certificate C’s status. If C’s identity is revoked, the CA
indicates it to the querying acceptor. If the certificate is valid, it
confirms it by issuing a fresh certificate. However, this model
requires the CA/validation server to be available online all the
time and if the validation server implementation is centralized,
it becomes vulnerable to Denial of Service (DoS) attacks.
Though it reduces the reply size per single status query, it
poses significant loads on the CA due to the computationally
expensive signature operations. This setup could easily outrun
the CA resources under a heavy stream of incoming certificate
status queries.

Micali proposed the NOVOMODO Certificate Validation
System where a CA is aided by a few servers referred to as
directories that distribute revocation information. Briefly, the
CA, at the time of issuing the certificate to the client, includes
160-bit hash values indicative of the revocation information
about the certificate. The CA generates two random 20-byte
values X0 and Y0 and uses a publicly-known one-way hash
function on these values. The successive hash values of X0

are indicated as X1, X2, X3 and so on. That is, X1 = H(X0);
X2 = H(X1);. . . . And, Y1=H(Y0). To generate a certificate
with a lifetime of 1 year, the CA computes X1 through
X365. Micali refers to X365 and Y1 as validity target and
revocation target respectively. That is, C=SignCA(U, PK, SN,
d1, d2,. . . ,Y1,X365). Every nth day after certificate issuance,
the CA distributes the targets of all its clients to the directories.
For revoked clients, the CA distributes their corresponding Y0

values, the X365−n values otherwise. Hence, a verifier of a
certificate C on day i will query the directories for a target
value (X or Y depending on C’s validity). When a X value is
returned (Xreply), the verifier ensures C’s validity by checking
Hi(Xreply) equals the X365 value in the certificate. When Y0

is returned, the verifier can confirm C is revoked by checking
Y1 in the certificate equals H(Y0). NOVOMODO directory
responses are concise (20-bytes) and directories cannot forge
validity targets as one-way hash functions are hard to invert.
Also, the computational demands on the CA are minimal as

hashing is orders of magnitude cheaper to compute than sig-
natures. However, NOVOMODO involves third-party queries
and as noted in [13], its often necessary to deincentivize third
party queries. And, the number of queries for a given certificate
could increase dramatically as the number of querying verifiers
increases, a common scenario in grid environments.

Identity-based Encryption(IBE) [20] is a public-key cryp-
tosystem where any arbitrary string, such as a person’s e-mail
address or host’s IP address, can act as the public key. The
corresponding private keys are issued by a trusted third-party
called a Private Key Generator (PKG). Shamir conceptualized
this idea for simplified certificate management. With IBE,
certification is implicit because decryption can happen only
after getting keys from the trusted PKG. Implicit certification
eliminates the need for third-party status queries. More details
on this approach can be found in [2][16]. IBE scheme has
two major drawbacks. First is the key escrow problem, that
is, a PKG can decrypt messages intended for its clients.
Second is the key distribution problem where the PKG has to
communicate private keys to its clients via secure channels.

Certificate-based Encryption(CBE) was proposed by Gentry
[13], where the certificate additionally serves as part of the
decryption key. It eliminates the problem of key escrow by
using double encryption. Certification in this model is implicit
as the CA can stop issuing fresh certificates (part of decryption
key) to revoked clients preventing them from decrypting any
further. Gentry refined the basic CBE scheme to make use of
subset covers to reduce the computational demands. However,
CBE model requires CA to be an online entity in order to assist
decryption. Further, such a CA setup becomes susceptible
to DoS attacks. Also, the CA has to take part in multiple
queries from various acceptors, even for the same certificate
and thereby increasing the transmission costs.

The Semi-trusted Mediator (SEM) Architecture with a
mRSA cryptosystem was introduced by Boneh to realize fine-
grained control over security capabilities. mRSA is a simple
threshold variant of RSA public key cryptosystem. With this
approach, the CA initializes and distributes the mRSA keys
to its clients. The threshold variant splits the private key d
of an entity into two parts dsem (distributed to SEM) and
du (distributed to the client) such that d = dsem + du mod
φ(n) where n is the product of two large primes p and q.
Complete details of the algorithms for mRSA key genera-
tion, message encryption/decryption and signature/verification
can be found in [1]. For successful decryption or signature
generation, the client and SEM must co-operate and exercise
their respective portions of the private key. SEMs are only
semi-trusted because an acceptor trusts the SEM to have
verified the revocation status of a client. SEMs cannot issue
forged messages on behalf of revoked users (since it does not
have du portion of the key to generate signatures). Part of
our work relies upon SEM as it fits the grid model well.
However, its scope disallows handling revocation of user’s
delegated credentials. Partly, this is because the assignment
of SEMs to users is a fixed, static setup and it requires
key generation support from the CA. But, user proxies are
generated dynamically based on resource needs and matching
frequent involvement from CA is often impractical.
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III. GLOBUS TOOLKIT’S GRID SECURITY

IMPLEMENTATION

GSI is a stand-alone grid model for authentication and
secure communication. GSI entities require a long-term public
(RSA) key certificate - private key pair validated from a CA.
GSI uses proxies for delegation on-behalf of a user. The user’s
grid identity is mapped into resource-specific user identity
based on grid map files. The user’s private key is encrypted
with a passphrase. To sign on to a grid resource, the user
creates a proxy (with a few hours of lifetime), signs it with
his private key and delegates it to the remote resource. Any re-
source with the delegated user proxy can now make additional
resource requests on behalf of the user. To protect against
malicious resources, the user can choose to restrict the proxies
from any further delegation. However, there is currently no
support in GSI to protect against compromised user proxies.
Earlier efforts [21] aimed at specifying usage restrictions as
proxy certificates extensions to protect against compromised
credentials. However, complete revocation capabilities were
not realized. As noted earlier, grid PKI setup involves identities
of various lifetimes; ranging from years for EECs to hours
for user proxies. So, it is infeasible to devise a revocation
scheme based solely upon any one of the above efforts. Thus,
our work derives aspects from the SEM architecture as well
NOVOMODO to achieve end-to-end revocation guarantees for
all grid credentials.

IV. ADDING REVOCATION CAPABILITIES TO GRID

AUTHENTICATION

A. The Architecture

The major entities involved are the user (U), his certifier
(CAu), a grid resource (R) and its certifier (CAR) in a VO.
Each VO’s SEM and mRSA signature operations are handled
by a daemon, what we call Grid Security Mediator (GSM). We
have two mediators GSMu and GSMR, respectively for the
user’s and resource’s VO. The CAs generate a set of simple
2-by-2 threshold keys (du and dsem−u or dR and dsem−r)
and communicates to the intended recipients. After this initial
key distribution, the client and the its SEM has to co-operate
by using their respective half-keys to complete any signature
or decryption operations. As already noted, this process is
transparent to any entity performing verifying signatures from
or encrypting to the client.

B. Inter-GSM Authentication

In a typical grid collaboration, the number of VO commu-
nities, and hence the number of associated GSMs, is much
smaller than that of the users and resources they serve. The
GSM in our model provides the SEM functionalities to the VO.
Also, they act as the ”directories” required for NOVOMODO
operations, that is, they hold the validity and revocation targets
for the user proxies. By securely interacting with another VO’s
GSM, they realize the objectives of freshness guarantees for
user/resource credentials. For this purpose, ”trust” should be
established between the GSMs. The GSMs are certified by
their respective CAs and it is a straight-forward task to setup

”Inter-GSM trust”, for instance, using traditional certificate-
based handshake approach. After verification, the GSMs are
configured to accept the credentials issued by each other’s
CAs. It will help to note that this process is similar to setting
up a grid resource to trust a user’s CA in classic GSI model.
Optionally, it is trivial to achieve authentication between
the GSMs and their respective clients (users/resources) by
allowing the clients to choose a password as part of the setup
process.

C. Protocol for Grid Resource Authentication

Once inter-GSM authentication setup is completed, the
grid entities can now interact across VO boundaries. This
authentication process proceeds as follows. Whenever a user
wants to use a remote resource (R), for example, to make
a job submission, the user’s client program (P) queries the
local GSM for the target resource’s public key (PKR). For
first-time communication with R, the GSM will not have
PKR available locally and hence obtain it from target VO’s
authenticated GSM. Once the key is obtained, the local GSM
caches it for future use and includes in its reply to P as
well. P then sends a randomly generated message (M) to R
encrypted with PKR, that is, C = EncryptPKR(M). If R can
successfully decrypt C and communicate M to P, implicitly
R stands authenticated. This is because R possesses only half
of the private key corresponding to PKR and cannot perform
decryption without co-operation from GSMR. If R’s identity
has been revoked, GSMR will not exercise its half of R’s
private key and decryption will not be possible for R. The
mere ability of R to decrypt C implies the validity of R’s
identity at the time the decryption operation was performed.

D. Protocol for Grid User Authentication

To complete mutual authentication, the user U now has
to prove his identity to the authenticated resource R. This
operation is very similar to conventional GSI. R can verify
that U’s certificate CU is issued by a trusted CA. R can obtain
CU from some online service or it can be sent by U himself
as part of the authentication request. R now generates a secret
(S and this later acts a shared secret between U and R) and
encrypts it with the public key of U as indicated in Cu and
sends it to U. U, if valid, can decrypt this message to get the
original secret S by sorting co-operation from its local VO’s
GSM. Decryption operation will succeed only if the GSM and
U co-operate. To confirm its validity status, U sends an OK
message to R encrypted with S. R can repeat the secret-key
operation on this message to obtain the OK message and this
implicitly confirms U’s valid identity to R. If U’s credentials
have been revoked, GSMu will not exercise its half of U’s
mRSA private key and hence U cannot decrypt to get S in the
previous step. Optionally, once this protocol completes, S can
now be used as a shared secret between R and U to encrypt
their communications. This also gives the added benefit of
secrecy to U-R communication free from eavesdropping.

E. User Privilege Delegation Model

Usage scenarios might warrant delegation of user’s priv-
ileges to processes on remote resources. For instance, grid
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applications tend to generate dynamic resource requests or
acquire newly available resources during the course of compu-
tation progress for reasons of performance or fault-tolerance.
Globus proxies were designed to allow user identity and
privilege delegation to support this model. In our system,
the user proxy generation is extended to include support for
revocation. When the proxy is created, the proxy creator makes
use of NOVOMODO approach to indicate to the acceptor
whether the proxy is fresh or stale. As with NOVOMODO, the
proxy certificate is enhanced with the validity and revocation
target values. Depending upon the intended lifetime of the
proxy, the values of Xis are calculated and X and Y values
are included as part of the proxy certificate extensions. The
functionality of a NOVOMODO ”directory” is implemented
as part of the GSMs and the GSM details are included as
part of the proxy certificate. That is, for a proxy with lifetime
of n periods, Cproxy = SignU (PKproxy , Kproxy , d1, d2, Y1,
Xn, GSMu). Now, with a delegated proxy, the acceptor (as
mandated by its recency requirements) can query the user’s
GSM for revocation status. For a period i, the presence of Xn−i

or Y0 in GSM’s reply indicates the valid or revoked status
of U’s proxy respectively. We argue that this modification is
mandatory because, inspite of the proxies’ limited lifetime, the
scale of accessible resources with a full proxy on a grid raises
serious concerns.

F. Discussion

Due to mRSA, we inherit the benefits of binding signature
semantics in grids. That is, a signature’s validity is equivalent
to checking the public key’s validity at the time the signature
was generated. This could prove to be beneficial to grid
accounting systems in guaranteeing non-repudiation. Also, our
system is quite easy to setup and the administrative overhead
involved with continued operation is trivial. For the end-users,
no setup procedures or security configuration is required to use
a grid. The simplified credential management in our model
can aid developing simpler co-allocation tools across VOs
with multiple CAs and complex trust relations. Inherently, our
system eliminates ”key escrow” problem because no single
entity possesses the entire private key for grid users/resources
and hence cannot decrypt communications. Additionally, it is
trivial to achieve encrypted grid communication in our system.
This is aided by the establishment of a shared secret at the end
of mutual authentication protocol between grid resources and
users. Caching of public keys of the resources at various GSMs
helps in reduced communication between GSMs over time.
Optionally, per recency requirements, a client can make the
associated GSM to request a fresh copy of a chosen resource’s
public key.

V. SUMMARY

Certificate validation and revocation is universally recog-
nized as a crucial problem. We presented our ongoing work
to develop an authentication system that solves the revocation
issues in grid environments. The main idea is to employ
mRSA approach to handle the identities of the grid users
and resources. Also, user proxies are enhanced to contain

revocation information using aspects of the NOVOMODO
scheme. This allows for instantaneous revocation of both long-
term digital identities of hosts/users and short-lived identities
of user proxies. We introduced a SEM-type mediator for
virtual organizations. With this approach, the users enjoy a
simplified view and usage of grid security.
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